Introduction. All groups considered are finite. In recent years a number of generalizations of the classic Jordan-Holder Theorem have been obtained (see [7] , Theorem A.9.13): in a finite group G a one-to-one correspondence as in the JordanHolder Theorem can be defined preserving not only G-isomorphic chief factors but even their property of being Frattini or non-Frattini chief factors. In [2] and [13] a new direction of generalization is presented: the above correspondence can be defined in such a way that the corresponding non-Frattini chief factors have the same complement (supplement).
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A. BALLESTER-BOLINCHES AND L. M. EZQUERRO group; they enjoy most of the properties of the classical ones and with them we obtain factorizations similar to those of [11] and [1] . This approach also includes the generalizations of Brandis and Kurzweil. Notation and terminology is standard and can be found in [7] . In particular we note that a group is primitive if it has a core-free maximal subgroup. The class of all primitive groups is composed of the disjoint union of three subclasses, namely the class of primitive groups with abelian socle, the class of primitive groups with a unique non-abelian minimal normal subgroup and the class of primitive groups with exactly two minimal non-abelian normal subgroups. If M is a maximal subgroup of a group G and G/core G (M) is a monolithic primitive group, that is, a group with a unique minimal normal subgroup, then M is called a monolithic maximal subgroup of G.
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the theory of Schunck classes and formations and with the definitions of normalizer and prefrattini subgroup in [1] and its corresponding results.
First definitions and some useful lemmas. Let us begin with a result which partially appears in [4] . LEMMA 
Let G be a group and suppose that Z, U, V, W are normal subgroups of G such that Z = UV andUCW = W. (i) If Z/U is complemented in G by M then V/W is complemented in G by M\ (ii) moreover, if M complements Z/U and S complements U/W then (MDS)V complements Z/V;
(iii) part (/) holds in terms of supplements.
When V/W is a non-abelian chief factor of G we can say even more: (iv) the set of monolithic supplements of V/W in G coincides with the set of monolithic supplements of Z/U in G; (v) moreover, if U/W is an abelian chief factor of G then the, possibly empty, set of complements of U/W in G coincides with the set of complements of Z/V in G.
Proof. Parts (i-iii) are in [4] , Hilfssatz 2.4. For the remainder of the lemma we can suppose without loss of generality that W = 1 and V is a non-abelian minimal normal subgroup of G.
(iv) If M is a monolithic supplement of V in G then G = MV and the group G/core G (M) is a monolithic primitive group with non-abelian socle.
(v) Suppose that V is non-abelian and U is an abelian minimal normal subgroup of G complemented by M. Then C G {U) = U core G (M) and then Z = U x (Z fl core c (M)). This implies that V = Z' = Z Dcore G (M). Then V<M and M complements Z/U. On the other hand, if U is a Frattini chief factor of G, it is clear by (iii) that Z/V must be a Frattini chief factor of G. So the (possibly empty) set of complements in G of U coincides with the set of complements of Z/V in G.
JORDAN-HOLDER THEOREM AND PREFRATTINI SUBGROUPS
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DEFINITION. Given a set X of maximal subgroups of a group G, if a chief factor H/K of G has a supplement in X then it is called an X-supplemented chief factor; otherwise H/K is called an X-Frattini chief factor. Let M, and M 2 be two maximal subgroups of the group G such that Cj = core c (M 1 )7 it core G (M2) = C 2 and both complementing an abelian chief factor H/K of G.
The primitive group associated to H/K and to CJ(C^ (~\C 2 ), i.e. the semidirect product .,
is a chief factor of G and then core G (M) = H(C t n C 2 ) = D. Obviously any maximal subgroup T of G such that core G (T) = D complements the chief factors C/D and i (1 C 2 ), i = 1,2.
DEFINITIONS, (i) A set X of monolithic maximal subgroups of a group G is said to be JH-solid if it satisfies the following condition:
(JH) If Mi, M 2 eX with Cj = core G (M]) <£ core G (M 2 ) = C 2 and both complement an abelian chief factor H/K of G then there exists M e X such that core G (M) = (C, n C 2 )H.
(ii) A set X of monolithic maximal subgroups of a group G is said to be weakly solid (or w-solid) if it satisfies the following condition:
(iii) A set X of maximal subgroups of the group G is said to be solid if it satisfies (*) and whenever a chief factor is X-supplemented, then all its supplements are in X.
(iv) A solid set X of maximal subgroups of the group G is said to be characteristically solid, or c-solid, if X" = X for all a e Aut(G).
Clearly, if X] and X 2 are JH-solid (resp. w-solid) sets of maximal subgroups of G then X, n X 2 is also JH-solid (resp. w-solid).
The following results turn out to be crucial in proving our main results. Their proofs are straightforward. Then n=m and if X is JH-solid, there exists a e Sym(n) such that the following holds:
is X-Frattini if and only if M^/M^^ is X-Frattini; (iii) / / NilNi-] is X-supplemented (resp. complemented) in G, then there exists a maximal subgroup C e X of G such that C supplements (resp. complements) both Nj/N^-i and M^/M i ,,_ i . (b) Conversely, suppose that for any pair K, H of normal subgroups of G such that K<H there exists a bijection between the chief factors of any two chief series of G between K and H satisfying the three above conditions (i-ii-iii).
Then X is a JH-solid set of maximal subgroups of G.
Proof, (a) We use induction on \G\. By means of a standard argument we may assume that K = l, N^M l and / / = ^X M , for the minimal normal subgroups N x and Following the notation of Lemma 1 we write U = M\, V = N^ and H = Z = U XV. By Lemma 1 (iii-iv) the only situation we have to consider is when Z is abelian. Therefore, suppose that Z is abelian. If U is an X-Frattini chief factor, then so is Z/V by Lemma 1. In this case, if Z/U is also an X-Frattini chief factor, then V must be X-Frattini. Otherwise, if Z/U is X-complemented by M, then V is X-complemented by M too, by Lemma 1. So in both cases the correspondence of U with Z/V and Z/U with V applies.
Thus we can suppose that U and V are X-complemented respectively by, say, M and S. Notice that if Z/U and Z/V are X-complemented, then the bijection is clear by Lemma 1 again. So it remains to consider the case where Z/V is an X-Frattini chief factor of G. 
in G. We deduce that all chief factors in the above series are X-supplemented. Now apply Theorem A to conclude the proof.
As a consequence, the definition of solid set of maximal subgroups made by Tomkinson in [14] coincides with ours for a finite soluble group G.
REMARK. Given a modular lattice if, J. Lafuente in [13] introduced the concept of M-set in 5£ and he proved a general Jordan-Holder theorem in modular lattices with an M-set.
In our context, if X is a JH-solid set of maximal subgroups of a group G then the set M of all X-supplemented chief factors of G is an M-set in the modular lattice Jf of all normal subgroups of G. With this, our Theorem A(a) is indeed a particular case of Lafuente's version of the Jordan-Holder theorem. Nevertheless, the arguments we have presented here to prove Theorem A(a) are exactly those to prove that M is an M-set. It must be observed that in [13] it is proved that the bijection mentioned in Theorem A(a) is unique.
Conversely, suppose that X is a set of monolithic maximal subgroups of G such that the set of X-supplemented chief factors M is an M-set in M. If On page 361 of [13] , Lafuente wonders about the precise condition on any set of maximal subgroups X of G such that the set of chief factors of G complemented by at least one element U e X is an M-set in Jf. What we have shown above is that ///-solid sets of maximal subgroups are the answer to Lafuente's question for sets of monolithic maximal subgroups if complementation is changed to supplementation. (4) The following families of maximal subgroups of a group G are w-solid: (i) for a fixed prime p, the set X p of all monolithic maximal subgroups M of G such that \G:M\ is ap-power; (In fact, if G is soluble, then X p is solid. However this is not true in the non-soluble case; in G = Alt(5) the set X 5 is composed of all maximal subgroups isomorphic to Alt(4) and clearly it is not solid.)
(ii) for a fixed set of primes n, the set X n of all monolithic maximal subgroups M of G such that \G:M\ is a ^-number; (iii) the set of all monolithic maximal subgroups of G of composite index in G; (iv) the set of all monolithic maximal subgroups M of the group G such that (5) Let § be a class of groups. A maximal subgroup M of a group G is said to bê -normal in G if G/core c (M) e §; otherwise it is said to be ^-abnormal. The set Max(G)£, of all monolithic ^p-normal maximal subgroups of G, and its complementary set Max(G)£, of all monolithic ^-abnormal maximal subgroups of G, are both w-solid.
In general the set of all ^-normal maximal subgroups of G and the set of all -abnormal maximal subgroups of a group G are not solid. Consider a non-abelian simple group 5 and let M be a maximal subgroup of S. Form the direct product G = 5j X 5 2 , where 5j = S = S 2 and take the Schunck class £> of all G-perfect groups. The minimal normal subgroup 5j is supplemented by A/j x S 2 which is ^-normal and by the diagonal subgroup which is £>-abnormal.
In fact, given any group G, if £ is a Schunck class, then the sets Max(G)| and Max(G)|, are solid if and only if the boundary b(&) is composed of monolithic primitive groups (6) Given a w-solid set X of maximal subgroups of a group G, then the sets X% = X n (Max(G) a & ) and X^ = Xn(Max(G)J) are w-solid. (7) Every system of maximal subgroups of a group G (cf. [1] ) is a w-solid set. In particular, if G is a soluble group and 2 a Hall system of G, the set 5^(2) composed of all maximal subgroups M of G such that 2 reduces into M is a system of maximal subgroups of G and then is a w-solid set.
Prefrattini subgroups.
DEFINITION. Let G be a group, 9 a system of maximal subgroups of G and X a w-solid set of maximal subgroups of G. Suppose that Xfl 9^0 and form the subgroup
W(G,X,9) = O M.
Mxny
We say that W(G,X, 9) is the X-prefrattini subgroup of G associated with 9. If X n 9= 0 we put W(G, X,9) = G.
Denote by Pref(X, G) the set of all X-prefrattini subgroups of G which are proper subgroups of G, i.e.
Pref(X, G) = {W(G, X, 9) :X D 9* 0}.
Obviously if X is solid, Pref(X, G) is the set of all X-prefrattini subgroups of G.
EXAMPLES.
(1) Let G be the group of (4) In the universe of all p-soluble groups the X p -prefrattini subgroups are the p-prefrattini subgroups studied by Brandis in [4] . (5) The Max(G) §-prefrattini subgroups are the ^-prefrattini subgroups defined in
Next we see that these prefrattini subgroups are preserved under epimorphic images.
THEOREM B. Consider a group G, X a w-solid set of maximal subgroups of G, 9 a system of maximal subgroups of G and W = W(G, X, 9).
(i) Let 1 = G o < G] < ...<G n = G be a chief series of G; suppose that XC\9¥^<Z> and write / = { i : l < j < n such that G,/G,_i is X D 9-supplemented}\ then W = n {S, :Sj is an X-supplement of G,/G,_i in 9). ) and again we have the result.
If JV is not a minimal normal subgroup of G, consider a chief factor NIK of G and apply the above argument to the group G/K.
REMARK. Theorem B does not hold when X is only a .///-solid set. This is the reason why we introduce our prefrattini subgroups associated to w -solid sets and not to ///-solid sets of maximal subgroups. The following example shows this.
Denote by V the elementary abelian group of order 9. The cyclic group C of order 2 acts on V by inversion. In Theorem (4.4) of [1] it is proved that if G is a group and g is a saturated formation, then L%(G) = Z%(G mod <1>(G)). Now a description of R%(G) can be obtained. PROPOSITION 
Proof. First notice that G & is contained in every g-normal maximal subgroup of G and if G e g, then every maximal subgroup of G is g-normal. Therefore,
, by Theorem B, we have In [11] an elegant theorem of factorization of prefrattini subgroups of soluble groups is proved. There, Hawkes makes a strong use of the Cover and Avoidance property. Later, in [1] , we obtained a similar factorization in the general non-soluble universe but in this situation every appearance of the Cover and Avoidance property had to be removed, showing that Hawkes' factorization does not really require this CAP-property. Following these ideas we obtain here a similar result. If N is an X-Frattini minimal normal subgroup or N is X-supplemented but no X-supplement of N in G is in Sf, then N < W(X) < W(X%) and the result follows. So we can suppose that M e X (and then M e X%) and M e if.
Denote by <p the isomorphism G/N = M/(NnM). We have {ifI NY is a system of All classical examples of prefrattini subgroups in the soluble universe, including Kurzweil's, enjoy the conjugacy and the Cover and Avoidance properties. In fact conjugacy of prefrattini subgroups characterizes solubility (see [1] Th. 4.3). The consideration of primitive non-soluble groups, whose core-free maximal subgroups are neither conjugate nor CAP-subgroups causes these properties to fail in the general non-soluble universe.
Our Theorem E shows that, roughly speaking, it can be said that Conjugacy and Cover and Avoidance property of soluble chief factors are equivalent properties for prefrattini subgroups.
Let G be a group and X a w-solid set of maximal subgroups of G. Notice that every X-prefrattini subgroup of a group G covers the X-Frattini chief factors of G. We will be more precise in the following proposition whose proof we omit. 
